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With

the

constant

advancement

of

technology, the drop-in battery cost, and the
development of charging infrastructure, the
EV adoption rate around the globe is
increasing. Around 7 million electric cars hit
the road by the end of 2020. Despite a global
pandemic,

EV

car

registration

saw

an

increase of 41% in the last year. As the
automobile

industry

is

experiencing

disruption with the coming of EVs, Countries
are aiming to be the largest market in terms
of both supply and demand.
With respect to EV sales from the year 2020,
the year record a sale of around 3 million
electric vehicles. Europe became the largest
EV market with the highest sale of 1.4 Million
Electric vehicles. Germany is leading the
European market in electric car sales. Norway
is

recording

the

highest

share

of

EV

Nations around the world are now on a

registration in Europe. China has the largest

mission towards zero carbon emission. By

electric car fleet in the world considering its

mid 21st century, more than 130 countries will

massive population and their demand for

have achieved net-zero carbon emissions.

transportation,

Electric Vehicles(EVs) are the most important

incentive support to the producers and

weapon at our disposal for lowering carbon

consumers

emissions. The sector's adoption rates and

China has been successful in pushing EV

technological improvement are continuously

adoption among its population. The United

evaluated in order to meet the goals in

States witnessed an increase in sales of over 4

advance.

percent in the year 2020.

Electric vehicles are the future of mobility.

The

Switching to no-emission electric vehicles is a

America is also working towards charging

goal at a global level to tackle climate

infrastructure,

change and other dangerous repercussions

manufacturing capacities to keep up with

caused by our heavy dependence on fossil

the EV demand in the automobile industry.

world

by

accompanied
the

outside

by

Chinese

Government

Europe,

government

extreme

China,
policies,

and
and

fuels.
The

Indian

government

has

also

been

Governments across the world have been

putting policies and incentives in place to

strategizing and supporting manufactures

encourage manufacturers and customers to

and customers of the EV market with

choose

subsidies

methods. India aspires to be 100 percent

and

incentives

to

adoption among its population.

boost

EV

environmentally

electric by 2030

friendly

travel

The electric vehicle proportion is very less
compared to the total registered vehicles.
The potential for growth for the Indian EV
market is huge.
Promoting zero-emission taxis for public
commute can pave the way for massive EV
adoption. Shenzhen, a city in China, has
implemented EV transportation in public
mobility space with

16,000 Electric Buses

and 22,000 Electric Taxis. The city has been
successful in electrifying a land-based public
commute system which has helped in
reducing

carbon

emission

and

is

also

environmentally friendly. Shenzhen is also
the largest electric vehicle maker in the
world.

CAB-E: ELECTRONIC VEHICLE CABS
Cab-e is a mobile-based online cab booking
service for an all-electric fleet of cabs.
Intending to accelerate India’s transition into
EV and a goal to improve the lifestyle of the
cab

drivers,

physical,

mental,

and

psychological Cab-e strives to be changemakers. Promoting zero-emission taxis for
public commute can pave the way for EV
adoption. Sustainable mobility infrastructure
for the future is developed with the help of
the adoption of EVs.
Low car ownership amongst the Indian
population along with rapidly increasing
mobility needs offers rapid growth in the
transportation sector in India. Economic
development and rapid urbanization have
increased

the

demand

for

on-demand

mobility services. The low taxi-to-person ratio
in the existing environment offers a wide
scope for expansion and investments in the
industry.

At present Cab-e is managing 5 charging

Increasing demand for cab services and

hubs, it is also working with the leaders of the

raising the need to build a sustainable

EV charging industry to build charging

mobility infrastructure with Electric Vehicles

infrastructure which in the long run will cater

Cab- e falls in the right place. EVs are the

to the needs of captive commercial and

future of the automotive industry. In a

private vehicles.

country like India which is witnessing rapid
economic growth while at the same time

The Cab drivers at Cab-e are deemed as ‘Cab

experiencing

harmful

Managers’ will be the co-owners of the

change, Electric vehicles at this point are a

electric vehicle. The extremely long working

win-win for both environment and economy.

hours of drivers in the existing work patterns

Applying

have resulted in major health issues for these

transport ecosystem is the primary goal of

drivers. Working round the clock drivers still

Cab-e. Bringing an electric vehicle into the

suffer poor lifestyles and are unable to meet

public mobility spaces can play a pivotal role

their family demands. Not being able to

in

meet financial demands has resulted in very

transportation. Introducing a complete EV

poor condition of the cabs. Being associated

fleet of cabs, Cab-e aims to demonstrate that

with Cab-e, the working hours of the Cab

EV can be a practical and desirable solution

managers are monitored and strives to

for meeting mobility needs.

sustainable

encouraging

the

effects

of

principles

adoption

climate

in

of

the

green

provide a better quality of life to all the
drivers associated with them. These help

As we enter the new energy era, companies

them maintain a good physical, mental and

and innovations working toward tackling the

social life.

adverse

effects

caused

by

fossil

fuels

accompanied by new sustainable options to
Cab-e targets an overall growth of the

deal

investors, cab managers, business partners,

demands are going to pioneers leading the

and everybody associated with them. The

world into the next era. By delivering eco-

services offered include commute routine

friendly cab mobility service cab-e will be

travel, inter-city travel, and in-city rental

early movers into the electric vehicle taxi

travel.

market.

Experiencing

electricity

in

public

with

the

ever-increasing

energy

mobility is capable of changing the general
perception of electric mobility. Experience

Cab-e Electric’s car fleet has completed more

Pure electric with Cab-e!

than 500 rides and has covered 1,75,000 plus
electrical kilometers which has already saved
35 plus tons of carbon dioxide in Mumbai
city.
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